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Abstract

A stochastic model for the emplacement of dikes and lava flows at a fast spreading ridge can generate an upper oceanic
Ž .crustal structure similar to that observed in seismic data from the East Pacific Rise EPR , in ocean drill holes, and in

ophiolites. In this model the location of successive dike intrusion events relative to the ridge axis is determined by a
Gaussian probability function and the cumulative flow lengths of the erupted lavas are chosen to build a Gaussian-shaped
lava pile. We interpret wide-angle seismic reflections from the steep velocity gradient at the base of seismic layer 2A to be
the extrusiversheeted dike contact. Seismic data from the northern and southern EPR place constraints on the on-axis

Ž . Žextrusive layer thickness 230"50 m , the distance over which the thickening of the extrusive layer occurs width of the
. Ž . Ž .accretion zones1–3 km and its off-axis thickness 300–800 m . Ophiolites and ocean drill holes DSDP Hole 504B

provide additional estimates of the thickness of the extrusive layer and constrain the thickness of the transition region from
Ž .extrusives to sheeted dikes ;100–200 m . A simple stochastic emplacement model, where the lavas are described by one

mean flow length, fits the thickening of the extrusive layer off-axis inferred from the deepening of seismic layer 2A, but the
predicted transition from sheeted dikes to extrusives is too thick. In order to match the dimensions and flat-topped shape of
the seismic layer 2A boundary as well as the thickness of the extrusive–sheeted dike transition, a bimodal distribution of

Ž .lava flows is used. Short flows, confined within the axial summit caldera ASC , build up approximately half the extrusive
volume. Occasional voluminous flows spill out of the ASC, or erupt outside of the ASC, and pond at a considerable distance
off-axis to build up the remainder of the extrusive section. The upper part of the final extrusive section will be dominated by
the off-axis flows, while the lower portions will be primarily composed of short flows erupted within the ASC. Magnetic

Ž .transition widths predicted from the overlap of lavas ;2 km in this model are similar to those measured in deep-tow
studies. Assuming a smoothing function which acts over one seismic wavelength, the upper crustal velocity structure
predicted by the bimodal lava emplacement model is consistent with the shallow seismic velocity structure measured on the
EPR. The ages of seafloor lavas in this model are younger than the tectonic spreading model ages by ;30–70 kyr, in
agreement with anomalously young lava ages obtained from radioisotope dating of seafloor basalts near the EPR.
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1. Introduction

The upper portion of the oceanic crust is formed
by dike intrusion and the eruption of lava flows.
These two magmatic processes generate an upper
crustal structure composed of lavas piled on top of
one another, underlain by a sheeted dike complex.
Constraints on the processes of upper crustal con-

w xstruction have come from ophiolite studies 1,2 ,
Ž w x.observations in active rifts e.g., Iceland 3 , model-

ing of marine magnetic anomaly shapes and transi-
w x w x w xtion thicknesses 4–8 , mapping 9–14 , dating 15 ,

Ž w x.and drilling e.g. DSDP Hole 504B 16 of young
ocean crust. Ophiolite studies, on the basis of chilled

w xmargin statistics 1,17,18 and measurements of the
w xthickness of the lavardike transition 1 predict nar-

row intrusion zone widths of 10–50 m. Modeling of
marine magnetic anomaly transition widths suggests
a lava emplacement zone 1–3 km wide. Geological
mapping and dating of lava flows at the East Pacific

Ž .Rise EPR suggest that volcanic activity is primarily
Ž .confined within the narrow ;50–200 m wide

Ž .axial summit caldera ASC , but there is evidence for
very young flows on the flanks of the axial high
outside the ASC that suggest eruptive activity over a
much wider zone or transport of lavas a considerable

Ž w x.distance off-axis e.g. 19 . The relative importance
of off-axis eruptive activity and the processes that
control the thickness of the extrusive section are still
poorly understood.

Advances in seismic imaging of the shallow ve-
locity structure at the East Pacific Rise allow the
thickness of what is commonly interpreted as the
extrusive layer to be directly mapped. In this paper,
we use the variation in this seismically determined
extrusive thickness to provide new constraints on
crustal emplacement processes. We show that the
dike intrusion zone must be extremely localized about
the ridge axis. The extrusive section is made up of
two units of about equal thickness: a lower unit,
composed of short flows confined within the axial
summit caldera, and an upper unit, of flows which

Ž .spill out of the axial summit caldera ASC , or are
channelled across the shoulders of the rise axis in
lava tubes and flow long distances down the flanks
of the axial high, or erupt off-axis. We discuss the
implications of this emplacement model on the seis-
mic velocity structure of the shallow oceanic crust,

subsidence rates, dip of isochrons in the extrusive
section, magnetic anomaly transition widths, and the
age of lavas exposed at the seafloor.

2. Observational constraints on upper oceanic
crustal structure at the EPR

The typical seismic velocity structure of the shal-
low oceanic crust has been characterized from high

Ž . w xquality expanding spread profiles ESP 20,21 , to-
w x w xmographic images 22 , refraction data 23 , wide

Ž . w xaperture profiles WAP 24,25 and on-bottom re-
Ž . w xfraction work NOBEL 26 . These studies have

identified a small velocity layer which is 100–200 m
thick, has velocities F2.6 kmrs and a low vertical
velocity gradient. This surficial low velocity layer is
underlain by a steep gradient zone where velocities
);5 kmrs are reached in a few hundred meters.
The crustal section with the surficial low velocity
layer and the underlying steep velocity gradient is
called layer 2A. The underlying crust, with velocities
);5 kmrs and a very gradual velocity gradient,

w xcorresponds to layer 2B 27 . The base of the high
gradient region is imaged in multichannel seismic

Ž .reflection MCS experiments as a shallow wide
angle reflection formed by refracted energy turning

w xin the steep gradient 24,28,29 . No normal incidence
reflection is seen, since there is no impedance con-
trast, rather the steep gradient generates diving rays
which are observed at large offsets on the streamer.
In Fig. 1b,d, the wide angle reflection from the base
of layer 2A is outlined with a gray line for two
seismic profiles shot across the rise crest of the

Ž Xsouthern EPR SEPR31 at 17814 S, and SEPR06 at
X .18828 S . To obtain the thickness of layer 2A the

two-way travel times to the base of layer 2A are
converted to depth using the composite velocity

w xmodel of Harding et al. 28 .
The shallow velocity structure of the ocean crust

is controlled by the composition and porosity of the
Župper crust. We interpret layer 2A in young -1

.My oceanic crust to be the extrusive section and use
measurements of its thickness to map the variability
in the accumulation of extrusives. The surficial low-
velocity zone is attributed to a layer of high-porosity

Ž w x.pillows and flows e.g. 30,31 , with porosities pos-
w xsibly greater than 20% 32–34 . The higher-velocity
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Ž . Ž . Ž X . Ž X .Fig. 1. a and c Across-axis multichannel seismic sections from the southern East Pacific Rise, SEPR31 17814 S and SEPR06 18828 S
w x40 . The data were stacked using a velocity–depth function that varied laterally and then finite difference migrated to account for the

Ž . Ž . Ž .seafloor and layer 2A topography. The axial magma chamber AMC and the base of layer 2A are indicated on the figures. b and d Line
drawings showing picks of the seafloor and layer 2A reflections in black and dark gray lines, respectively. The light gray constant thickness
band corresponds to the on-axis thickness of layer 2A. This emphasizes that the on-axis thickness is built up very rapidly, while the off-axis
accretion of layer 2A occurs over a few kilometers. Both profiles show similar on-axis and off-axis layer 2A thicknesses, ;250 m and
500–550 m, respectively. The two profiles represent end-members of the width of the region over which the accretion of layer 2A takes
place: on SEPR31 it is narrow while on SEPR06 it is broad and the widths of the 2A accretion zone are 1.2 km and 3 km, respectively. Note
that the layer 2Ar2B boundary has a flat-topped, concave shape beneath the rise axis.
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Table 1
Seismic constraints on the variability of layer 2A along the EPR

Experiment, latitude On-axis 2A thickness Off-axis 2A thickness Thickness of 2A
accretion zone

X X aMCS NEPR, 8850 –9850 N ;230"50 m 440–560 m 0.8–2 km
;400 m near 98N OSC

bMCS SEPR, 138–20.58S 235"40 m 400–800 m 0.5–3 km
300–400 m near OSCs

X cWAP, 9835 N ;150"30 m 250–280 m 3 km
X dESP, 9835 N 150 m 310–350 m

X eNOBEL, 9830 N 130 m ;300 m

a w x b w x c w x d w x e w xHarding et al. 28 . Hooft et al. 41 . Vera and Diebold 24 . Vera et al. 20 . Christeson et al. 36 .

layer 2B material underlying the surficial low-veloc-
ity layer has been interpreted to be either the top of

w xthe sheeted dike sequence 28,35,36 or low-porosity
w xpillow lavas and flows 20,21,23,37 . At DSDP Hole

504B — 6 My old, intermediate spreading crust —
high seismic velocities are reached within the extru-

w xsive section 38 . At Hess Deep — young, fast
spreading crust — the transition from extrusives to
sheeted dikes occurs at a depth corresponding to the
location of the base of layer 2A in velocity–depth

w xprofiles measured on fast-spreading crust 26 . We
w xfollow the reasoning of Christeson et al., 1994 27

in considering the velocity structure measured at
DSDP Hole 504B to be the result of the alteration
and reduction of bulk porosity of the shallow crust.

With increasing age the base of layer 2A migrates
from the sheeted dikerextrusive boundary upwards
to a porosity contrast within the extrusive section. By
comparison with Hess Deep, we interpret layer 2A to

Žconsist of both the extrusive and mixed zones i.e., it
is a transition zone where lavas and sheeted dikes

.intermingle . The high velocity, low gradient mate-
rial represents the top of the sheeted dike complex
Ž .layer 2B . The wide angle multichannel reflections
are due to rays turning in the steep-velocity gradient
in the transition zone at the base of layer 2A.

Large lateral variations in layer 2A thickness are
observed in multichannel seismic data at the fast-

w x w xspreading northern 24,28 and southern 29,39–41
w xEPR, in wide aperture profiles 24 in the 98N area,

Table 2
Geological observations

Geology Observation

Type Location Spreading rate Extrusive Extrusive–dike
thickness transition

thickness
b aOphiolites Betts Cove, Newfoundland slow 1000 m ;25 m

b aBay of Islands, Newfoundland slow ;700 m ;50 m
b bTroodos, Cyprus intermediate 1100 m 100–200 m

d cSemail, Oman fast 400–1600 m few tens of meters–100 m

e eOceanic sections 504B data intermediate 575 m 150–200 m
f gHess Deep fast Alvin: -200–800 m 50–500 m

gNautile: 100–200 m
h hVema Scarp slow 280–420 m 60–300 m

i iBlanco Scarp intermediate 475 m 785 m

a w x b w x c w x d w x e w x f w xKidd 47 . Kidd 1 . Lippard et al. 48 . Nicolas 42 , p. 61. Anderson 16 . Karson et al. 43 and pers. commun., 1994.
g w x h w x i w xFrancheteau et al. 44 . Cannat et al. 45 . Naidoo et al. 34 .
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w x Xin expanding spread profiles 20 at 9835 N, and in
w x Xon-bottom refraction studies 27 at 9830 N. Table 1

shows the on-axis and off-axis thicknesses and the
width of the 2A accretion zone — the distance from
the axis over which layer 2A thickens to the mean
off-axis thickness — for different seismic experi-
ments on the northern and southern EPR. Moving off
the rise crest, layer 2A is observed to approximately
double in thickness over a distance of a few kilome-
ters. In general, on-axis layer 2A thicknesses are
remarkably uniform, ;230"50 m except near
overlapping spreading centers where the thicknesses

w xreach ;400 m 28,29,41 . Off-axis thicknesses of
400–800 m are reached within 1–3 km of the rise
axis. In spite of the differences in spreading rate,
layer 2A thicknesses are similar along the northern
Ž . Ž55 mmryr half-rate and southern 75 mmryr half-

.rate EPR, although different seismic techniques give
somewhat different results, due to the differences in

w xinherent resolution 26 . If the velocities in the extru-
sives and dikes are assumed to be constant and the
steep velocity gradient at the base of layer 2A is due
to the interfingering of these two units, then the
thickness of the high velocity gradient zone corre-
sponds to the thickness of the transition zone from
extrusives to sheeted dikes. In seismic data from the
northern EPR this high velocity gradient zone has a

w xthickness of ;100–300 m 20,26 .
These seismically derived constraints on extrusive

layer thickness and thickness of the extrusive–dike
transition can be compared with geological observa-
tions on sections of oceanic crust exposed in Hess

ŽDeep, in ophiolites, and drilled in Hole 504B Table
.2 . Extrusive layer thicknesses estimated in ophio-

w xlites range from 400 to 1600 m 1,42 . In contrast,
estimates of extrusive thicknesses from oceanic

w xscarps are only ;300–500 m 43–46 while at
DSDP Hole 504B the extrusive section is less than

w x600 m thick 16 , comparable to layer 2A thicknesses
Ž .determined from off-axis seismic data Table 1 . The

Žextrusive–dike transition zone defined as the verti-
.cal depth from 20% to 70% sheeted dikes is quite

Ž .thin in ophiolite sections Table 2 , a few tens of
w xmeters to 100–200 m 1,47,48 . Oceanic scarps give

values also ranging from a few tens of meters up to a
w xfew hundred meters 44–46 , while at DSDP Hole

504B the extrusive–dike transition is ;150 m thick
w x16 . These estimates are comparable to the thickness

of the layer 2Ar2B transition estimated seismically.
Modeling of the extrusive–dike transition thickness
in ophiolites shows that the dike intrusion zone must

w xbe very narrow, only 10–50 m wide 1 . Such a
narrow dike intrusion width is supported by indepen-
dent statistical observations of the proportion of dikes
in ophiolites that exhibit one-sided cooling, due to

w xhaving been split by a subsequent dike 1,17,18 .
Studies of marine magnetic anomaly reversal widths

w xand variability 4–8 suggest a relatively wide zone
of lava emplacement, 1–3 km wide. However, these
data can not resolve the relative contributions of the
width of the intrusion zone and lava flow distribution

w xto the lava emplacement process. Macdonald 6
attributes the width of the magnetic anomaly reversal
to a combination of a relatively wide intrusion zone
and long lava flows.

There are four observables which help constrain
the dimensions of the upper crustal emplacement
process: the on-axis 2A thickness, off-axis 2A thick-
ness, width of the 2A accretion zone, and the extru-
sive–sheeted dike transition thickness. These values
are obtained from seismic and geological observa-
tions. In this paper we attempt to match two end-
member profiles of layer 2A thickening from the
southern EPR. At the same time we maintain an
extrusive–dike transition thickness that is consistent
with geological observations — greater than 50 m
and no wider than 150–200 m. The two across-axis
seismic sections from the Southern East Pacific Rise,

X X Ž .SEPR31, 17814 S, and SEPR06, 18828 S, Fig. 1a,c
were chosen because they characterize the variability
in the width and shape of thickening of layer 2A.

Ž .Although both of these profiles Fig. 1b,d have
Ž .similar on-axis 250 m and off-axis layer 2A thick-

Ž .nesses 550 m , they differ in the width of the zone
over which the thickening takes place; SEPR31 is

Ž .narrow width of the 2A accretion zone is 1.2 km
Žwhile SEPR06 thickens over a wide zone width of

.the 2A accretion zone is 3 km . Both thickening
Žprofiles are flat-topped i.e., the minimum on-axis

thickness is maintained for some distance before the
.layer starts to thicken .
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3. Emplacement models

3.1. Unimodal laÕa emplacement model

We use a stochastic model to construct the sheeted
Ždike and extrusive sections of the oceanic crust c.f.

w x.4,5 . At an active spreading center, steady state is
only achieved statistically, since the accretion pro-
cess is a series of discrete, successive events. Fig. 2
shows a schematic example of four steps in the
emplacement process. Dikes are injected into the
crust at a location determined randomly from a
probability function. Each dike is associated with a
lava flow. Lava flows out on either side of the locus
of intrusion to a distance determined randomly from
a second probability function. Earlier flows are cov-
ered by later flows. The lava pile subsides as it is
covered so that a flat seafloor is maintained. The
variables used in the emplacement models are de-
fined in Table 3. The dikes are assumed to have a
thickness, ws1 m. This is consistent with dike

w xwidths of 0.5–1.5 m observed at Hess Deep 43 and
a mean of ;1 m for the dike width distribution

w xmeasured in the Troodos ophiolite, Cyprus 1 . The
source region of the dikes lies below the base of our
model. The probability function of the location of
dike intrusion relative to the ridge axis that we use is
a Gaussian, with a standard deviation of intrusion,
s . Of the dikes, 95% are intruded within a distancei

of "2s from the ridge axis. Lava flow lengths arei

such that cumulative flows erupted at the same loca-
tion build a Gaussian-shaped extrusive pile with

Fig. 2. Cartoon of four steps in the stochastic emplacement
process that constructs the upper crust. The location of dike
intrusion is determined from the probability function for the
intrusion location relative to the ridge axis. Pre-existing crust
spreads to the side a distance equal to half a dike width. The
length of the lava flow erupted from this dike is determined from
the probability function describing the flow lengths. The lava flow
extends equal distances on either side of the point of intrusion.
Pre-existing crust underlying the new flow subsides an amount
equal to one flow thickness. The cycle then repeats itself with the
selection of a new point of intrusion and the determination of the
accompanying lava flow length.

Table 3
Model variables

Model variable Definition

Unimodal Lava Emplacement Model
s standard deviation of dike intrusioni

s standard deviation of lava emplacemente

ps0 probability that a dike erupts to form a lava flow
t thickness of the lava flows
w width of the dikess1 m

Bimodal Lava Emplacement Model
s standard deviation of dike intrusion for all flowss10 mi

Ž .s standard deviation of lava emplacement of the short flows 95% of eventseS
Ž .s standard deviation of lava emplacement of the long flows 5% of eventse L

minl distance over which no lava accumulates for the long flows
Ž .t thickness of the lava flows both short and long

ps0 probability that a dike erupts to form a lava flows1
w width of the dikess1 m
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standard deviation s . Thus, the half-flow lengthe

probability function that we chose is the derivative
of a half-Gaussian, which is the Rayleigh distribu-
tion. The flows have a uniform thickness, t, and the

Ž .1r2median flow length is 2p s . Observations ine

Hawaii and Iceland suggest that a significant propor-
Ž .tion 50–75% of diking events do not form a sur-

Žface eruption Delaney, pers. commun., RIDGE The-

Fig. 3. Two runs of the unimodal lava emplacement model of upper crustal construction where the standard deviation of intrusion is wide,
Ž . Ž .s s300 m a and b and narrow, s s10 m c and d , the standard deviation of extrusion, s s500 m, the thickness of the dikes and of thei i e

Ž . Ž .lava flows is 1 m and 40% of the dikes erupt a lava flow. a and c The isochrons within the extrusives are shown by changing shades of
Ž . Ž .gray. The dikes are shown in white. No vertical exaggeration. b and d The gray line is the boundary between the sheeted dikes and

extrusives. The hollow line is the result of spatially filtering the extrusive–dike boundary with a triangular filter of wavelength 200 m to
simulate a seismic observation of this contact. The solid black line is the across-axis layer 2A thickness from line SEPR31. For the model

Ž . Ž . Ž .with s s300 m the character as well as the on-axis 200 m , off-axis thicknesses 510 m , and width of the 2A accretion zone 2300 mi

match the seismic profile well. However, the transition zone from extrusives to sheeted dikes is 310 m, thicker than that observed in
ophiolite sections and oceanic scarps. When s s10 m, the transition zone from extrusives to sheeted dikes is 50 m, comparable to ophiolitei

and oceanic scarp observations. However, the shape of the layer 2A boundary is pointed rather than flat-topped, with a very small on-axis
Ž .thickness 70 m and does not resemble the seismic profile.
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.oretical Institute, June, 1995 . This results in addi-
tional extension during lava emplacement or, alterna-
tively, represents a change in the effective ratio of
the thickness of the dikes to that of the lava flows.
We incorporate this effect by introducing the vari-
able ps0, which represents the probability that a dike
will actually erupt to form a lava flow on the seafloor.
Any extension of the crust due to tectonics is consid-
ered negligible in this model. At fast spreading
ridges faulting accounts for only 3–10% of the total

w xspreading rate 49,50 . To match a full spreading rate
Ž .of 150 mmryr southern EPR a 1 m thick dike must

be intruded on average every 7 years, assuming that
all the extension is accommodated by construction of
the sheeted dike section. At a full spreading rate of

Ž .110 mmryr northern EPR a diking event occurs on
average every 9 years. Note, however, that diking
events are likely to be clustered in time at any
particular location with intervening quiescent peri-
ods.

Fig. 4. The change in shape of the 2Ar2B boundary when varying the standard deviation of dike intrusion s , and the standard deviation ofi

lava emplacement, s , for the unimodal lava emplacement model. The curves shown are for averages of 50 model runs which aree
Ž .subsequently filtered with a triangular filter of 200 m wavelength. For these runs, ps0s0.4, ts1 m, and ws1 m. a The intrusion width

Ž .is varied, s s1–400 m in 100 m increments, while the flow length is held fixed, s s500 m. b The flow length is varied, s s200–600i e e

in 100 m increments, while the intrusion width remains fixed, s s300 m. The standard deviation of the mean of the 50 model runs, s , isi t

indicated as a measure of the variability in the profiles, which reflects the thickness of the transition zone from 20% to 70% sheeted dikes.
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The crustal structure generated by our model gen-
erates a highly variable contact between the extru-
sives and sheeted dikes and predicts that isochrons
within the extrusive section dip towards the ridge

Ž .axis Fig. 3a . Fig. 3a shows the result of over
10,000 intrusion and emplacement events to form an
upper crustal section 10 km wide. To match seismic
profile SEPR31, the model was run using s s300i

m, and s s500 m, with 40% of the dikes erupting.e

On average, as they are rafted away from the axis,
the tips of the earlier flows are not covered by
subsequent flows, resulting in isochrons within the
upper crustal section which dip towards the ridge
axis. The contact between sheeted dikes and extru-
sives in this model is extremely variable. To simulate
a seismic observation of the extrusive–sheeted dike
contact that is generated by this model, we have
smoothed the contact using a triangular filter with a

Ž .width of one seismic wavelength Fig. 3b . At a
dominant frequency of 20 Hz and crustal velocity of
;4 kmrs, the seismic wavelength is 200 m. One
seismic wavelength is an approximation of the dis-
tance required for the energy to turn within layer 2A
and generate a wide-angle ‘reflection’rrefraction.
The variation in extrusive layer thickness predicted
by the model compares well with seismic observa-
tions of layer 2A thickness variations at the EPR in

Ž . Ž .terms of the on-axis 200 m and off-axis 510 m
thicknesses and the distance over which this thicken-

Ž .ing occurs 2300 m half-width . However, the extru-
sive–dike transition thickness calculated from the
model is 310 m, wider than most geological esti-

Ž .mates Table 2 . If the model is run with the same se
Ž .but s s10 m Fig. 3c,d , the transition zone fromi

extrusives to sheeted dikes is 50 m, which is compa-
rable to ophiolite and oceanic scarp observations.
However, now the shape of the layer 2A boundary is
pointed rather than flat-topped with a very small

Ž .on-axis thickness 70 m , which does not resemble
the seismic profile. When the extrusive–dike transi-
tion thickness is included as a constraint, there is no
longer a solution of the unimodal lava emplacement
model which satisfies the four seismic and geologi-
cal observables.

3.2. SensitiÕity of the model

We examine the effect of changing the character-

istic dimensions of dike intrusion and lava emplace-
ment on the four observables that we can measure:
the on-axis extrusiÕe layer thickness, the off-axis
extrusiÕe layer thickness, the width of 2A accretion
and the transition thickness from 20% to 70% sheeted
dikes. The unimodal lava emplacement model is

Ž .characterized by five parameters Table 3 : the stan-
dard deviation of dike intrusion, s , the standardi

deviation of the extrusive pile, s , the probabilitye

that a dike will erupt a lava flow, ps0, the thickness
of the lava flows, t, and the width of the dikes, w.
Fig. 4 shows the effect of varying the two parame-
ters, s and s , on the shape of the 2Ar2B boundaryi e

for an average of 50 model runs which are subse-
quently filtered with a 200 m wavelength triangular
filter. For these runs, ps0s0.4, ts1 m, and ws1
m. The parameter s is the standard deviation of thet

mean of the 50 model runs and reflects the thickness
of the transition zone from 20–70% sheeted dikes. In
Fig. 4a, s is held fixed. If s is extremely narrow,e i

then the 2Ar2B boundary will have a pointed shape
with a very thin layer 2A at the rise axis and a very

Ž .narrow transition thickness, s Fig. 3c,d . If s ist i

wider, then the on-axis thickness of layer 2A and the
thickness of the transition zone increase, and the
2Ar2B boundary has a broader, flat-topped shape.
The off-axis thickness remains constant, since s ise

constant, and thus, when the statistical variability of
the model is smoothed out, the total volume of
extrusives remains the same. In Fig. 4b, s is heldi

constant and s is increased. This results in ane

increase in the off-axis thickness of the extrusive
layer, which is accompanied by an increase in on-axis
thickness. Longer flows also result in layer 2A thick-
ening over a greater distance off-axis and lead to a
small increase in the thickness of the transition zone,
s .t

The off-axis thickness of the lava pile can be
determined from mass conservation and is indepen-
dent of s . The off-axis extrusive thickness is:i

tPps0.1r22p s 1Ž . Ž .e ž /w

The off-axis extrusive thickness depends on the
mean lava flow length, scales linearly with the flow
thickness and with the percentage of dikes that erupt,
and scales inversely with dike width. Fig. 5a shows
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Fig. 5. Contour plots of the values of the on-axis extrusiÕe
thickness, off-axis extrusiÕe thickness, and transition thickness as
a function of s and s for the unimodal lava emplacementi e

model. Values are determined from the mean of five runs of the
emplacement model with s ranging from 10 to 400 m and si e

ranging from 100 to 400 m. For these iterations the scaling
variables are held fixed; ts1 m, ws1 m, and ps0s1. The
on-axis thickness of the extrusive layer and the extrusive–dike
transition thickness are sensitive to both s and s , while thei e

off-axis extrusive layer thickness depends only on s .e

the off-axis extrusive thickness as a function of the
two stochastic variables, s and s , determined fromi e

the mean of five runs of the emplacement model,
with s ranging from 10 to 400 m and s rangingi e

from 100 to 400 m. The on-axis extrusive thickness
depends on the ratio of the two standard deviations
and scales in the same way as the off-axis extrusive
thickness:

ys tPps0i1r22p s 1yexp 2Ž . Ž .e ž /ž /s we

The on-axis extrusive thickness is contoured as a
function of s and s in Fig. 5b. As the intrusivei e

width and the flow length tend to zero, the on-axis
thickness goes to zero. For an infinitely wide intru-
sion zone, the extrusive thickness on axis is equal to
that off axis. The thickness of the transition zone
from extrusives to sheeted dikes is shown in Fig. 5c
and has a similar dependence on s ,s , t, ps0 and wi e

as the on-axis extrusive thickness. Note that, for the
Ždefinition that we have chosen 20–70% sheeted

.dikes , the transition width is always greater than or
equal to the on-axis extrusive thickness. The width
of the 2A accretion zone is a less stable measure-
ment and much more sensitive to the statistical vari-
ability in the model. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the
width of the 2A accretion zone is positively related
to s but also varies with s . The width of the 2Ae i

accretion zone is independent of t, but depends on
ps0 and w.

This stochastic emplacement model with a uni-
modal distribution of flows matches the variation in
layer 2A thickness observed seismically at the EPR
Ž .Fig. 3 and provides some intuitive insight into the
processes that control extrusive thickness at fast
spreading ridges. For example, this model shows that
the distance off-axis at which layer 2A reaches its
final thickness is primarily affected by the distance
flows extend off-axis. For a unimodal distribution of

Žflows, the shape of the layer 2Ar2B boundary flat-
.topped rather than triangular requires a zone of

intrusion on the order of a few hundred meters.
However, this unimodal lava emplacement model
cannot explain both the broad, flat-topped shape of
the layer 2Ar2B boundary and at the same time the
sharpness of the extrusive–dike transition measured
in outcrop and drill holes. The wider intrusion zone
required to match the seismic observations will result
in a broad transition zone, due to the variability in
location of dike intrusion. Indeed, for this unimodal
lava emplacement model the transition thickness is
greater than or equal to the on-axis layer 2A thick-

Ž .ness, which at the EPR is about 250 m Fig. 5 . The
transition thickness predicted for the model shown in
Fig. 3, which fits the observed layer 2A thickness, is
over 300 m. This is larger than transition thicknesses
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of a few tens of meters to 100–200 m measured in
w xophiolites 1,42 and 150–200 m drilled at Hole

w x Ž .504B 16 Table 2 . To match the observed sharp-
ness of the extrusive–dike transition thickness, the
standard deviation of intrusion must be narrower
than the mean flow length by about an order of

w xmagnitude 1 . Solutions to the unimodal lava em-
placement model which match the shape of the
seismic 2Ar2B boundary have s and s of thei e

same order of magnitude. In order to match the
sharpness of the extrusive–dike transition zone ob-
served in ophiolites, s must be of the order ofi

10–50 m. However, this will result in a very small
on-axis 2A thickness and a boundary which is peaked

Ž .rather than flat-topped Fig. 3c,d , contrary to what
is observed in the seismic data.

3.3. Bimodal laÕa emplacement model

We propose a stochastic emplacement model with
a bimodal distribution of flows in order to match
both the dimensions and shape of the seismic bound-
ary and the geologically observed extrusive–dike
transition thickness. The idea underlying the bimodal
lava emplacement model is to rapidly build up the
on-axis thickness of extrusives by accumulating a
sequence of short flows erupted at the ridge crest
Ž .standard deviation of emplacement, s . The moreeS

progressive thickening of the extrusive layer over
1–3 km observed in the seismic sections is accom-
plished by a series of flows that are about as long as

Žthe width of the region of thickening standard devia-
.tion of emplacement, s . Geologically, the shorte L

flows remain confined within the axial summit
Ž .caldera ASC . The long flows flow down the flanks

of the rise crest, are channelled across the shoulders
of the rise in lava tubes, or erupt outside the ASC
Ž .Fig. 6 . The upper part of the resulting extrusive
section is composed of flows deposited away from
the axis while the lower portion consists of flows
deposited on-axis. Since the on-axis thickness of
layer 2A is approximately half of the off-axis thick-
ness, the on-axis and off-axis flows must contribute
equal volumes to the extrusive section. To accom-
plish this, if the flows all have the same thickness,
the short flows must be erupted much more fre-

Ž .quently than the long flows 95% of the time . In this
case, the mean volume of the long flows is ;20
times that of the short flows. On the other hand, the
relative number of events decreases if the short flows
are much thicker than the long flows, possibly due to
the ponding of these flows against the walls of the
ASC. A flow thickness ts2 m implies flows with a
cross-sectional area of 2,000 m2 for the long flows.
To compare this 2-D flow volume with that of the
mid-crustal melt sill, we assume a melt sill thickness

w xof 50 m and a sill width of 800 m 51 . The melt sill
has a volume of 4,000 m2, twice that needed to form
the rare, voluminous, long flow length eruptions.

A model to build the extrusive section of the
ocean crust that combines an initially narrow and
subsequently wide zone of accretion was suggested

Fig. 6. Diagram showing the bimodal flow length emplacement model. Short flows, shown in dark gray, remain confined within the axial
Ž .summit caldera ASC and build up half the volume of the extrusive section. Occasional long flows, shown in light gray, are envisioned to

flow down the flanks of the rise crest, be channeled across the shoulders of the rise in lava tubes, or erupt outside the ASC. They flow far
off-axis and build up the remainder of the extrusive section. The accompanying dikes are shown in white.
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Fig. 7. Two examples of runs of the bimodal lava emplacement model of upper crustal construction that match the layer 2A thicknesses for
Ž . Ž . Ž .the across-axis seismic lines SEPR06 wide region of 2A accretion and SEPR31 narrow region of 2A accretion shown in Fig. 1. a Run

of the bimodal lava emplacement model that matches SEPR06; standard deviation of intrusion, s s10 m, lava flow distribution, 95% of thei

flows have s s75 m, 5% of the flows have s s1500 m, ts1.5 m. For the long flows the distance over which no lava accumulates iseS e L
Ž .1000 m. c Run of the bimodal lava emplacement model that matches SEPR31; standard deviation of intrusion, s s10 m, lava flowi

distribution, 95% of the flows have s s50 m, 5% of the flows have s s1000 m, ts2.2 m. For the long flows the distance over whicheS e L

no lava accumulates is 400 m. In both figures the isochrons in the extrusive section are shown with a gray scale, sheeted dikes are in white.
Ž .No vertical exaggeration. Note the shallow dip of the upper extrusive section 0–108 and 158 and the steep dips in the lower extrusives,

Ž . Ž .50–708. The boundary between the two units is sharp and dips are zero at the contact. b and d The gray line is the boundary between the
sheeted dikes and extrusives for the two model runs. The hollow line shows the model extrusive–sheeted dike contact averaged using a 200

Ž . Ž .m wavelength triangular filter. The black line is the layer 2A thicknesses determined from b line SEPR06 and d line SEPR31. The
on-axis, off-axis thicknesses and the widths of the 2A accretion zone match well. The transition zone thickness for these models is 90 m and
70 m, respectively, compatible with measurements made on ophiolites and oceanic crustal scarps. Note that these fits are not unique, but
provide a characterization of the differences and types of length scales required to fit the observables available to constrain crustal accretion.
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w x Ž .by Atwater 52 to reconcile: a the observation of a
wide emplacement zone suggested by the presence
of intact volcanoes on the surface of the off-axis

Ž .seafloor in the FAMOUS area; and b ophiolite
observations of a very localized transition from ex-
trusives to sheeted dikes. Our attempt to constrain
the accretion process using the geometry and dimen-
sions of the seismic layer 2A boundary and, at the
same time, match the transition thickness observed in
ophiolites has also led us to require a bimodal lava
emplacement model for the fast spreading EPR. Our
ability to image seismically layer 2A thickness varia-
tions enables us to constrain the relative volumes
contributed by these two modes of extrusion and the
length scales involved.

In the bimodal lava emplacement model, the nar-
row intrusion zone and short flows generate the
on-axis extrusive pile and result in a narrow transi-
tion zone from extrusives to sheeted dikes. The
off-axis flows thicken the crust to the final thickness
over the distance of a few kilometers. However, the
shape of the extrusive–sheeted dike boundary ob-
tained remains pointed rather than flat-topped. To
obtain a flat-topped 2Ar2B boundary, as is observed

Ž .in the across-axis seismic lines Fig. 1 , zero eruptive
volume from the long flows must be accumulated
over the flat region. A distribution of long flows that
have zero thickness until some distance, minl, from

Ž .the axis Fig. 2c gives an inflection point in the
cumulative lava volume. This simulates eruptions
that flow over the shoulders of the ASC, leaving a
negligible thickness of lava until they pond in deeper
areas off-axis. Alternatively, this represents flows
that are channelled, perhaps in subseafloor lava tubes,
from the axis across the rift shoulders to an eruption

w xsite off-axis 14 , or voluminous flows that are
Žerupted off-axis from a small number of dikes Fig.

.6 . Once a flow leaves the summit region there is
little to impede its flow until it reaches the base of
the axial high 3–4 km off-axis. The variables used in
the bimodal lava emplacement model are listed in
Table 3. To keep the number of variables to a
minimum, we have kept s the same for both thei

Ž .long and the short lava flows s s10 m and wei

fixed ps0s1 and ws1 m. As in the unimodal lava
emplacement model, the effect of decreasing the
thickness of the lava flows or decreasing the amount
of dikes that erupt a lava flow is to decrease the

thickness of the extrusive pile and of the transition
zone. Decreasing the amount of dikes that erupt a
lava flow also broadens the width of the 2A accre-
tion zone.

Fig. 7 shows two examples of the bimodal lava
emplacement model that match the two across-axis
seismic lines which represent extremes of the dis-
tance over which the off-axis thickness is attained,

Ž .SEPR06 broad 2A accretion zone and SEPR31
Ž .narrow 2A accretion zone , shown in Fig. 1. Solu-
tions to both the unimodal and the bimodal lava
emplacement models are non-unique, but the crustal
accretion models that we present provide a character-
ization of the differences and types of length scales
required to match the available observations. To fit

Ž .layer 2A thicknesses for line SEPR06 Fig. 7a,b , the
model had a standard deviation of intrusion, s s10i

m; lava flow length distribution, 95% of the flows
have s s75 m, 5% of the flows have s s1500eS e L

m; and the thickness of the lava flows, ts1.5 m. As
a simplification, we assume that all dikes erupt a
lava flow, since there is a trade-off between lava
flow thickness and percentage of dikes erupting
flows. For the long flows, the distance from the axis
over which no off-axis lava accumulates, minls
1000 m. This is the distance from the axis over
which layer 2A is not accreting new material beyond

Ž .what was built up on the axis Fig. 1b . Averaging
the geological contact obtained from this model with
a 200 m wavelength triangular filter gave model
values of on-axis thicknesss140 m, off-axis thick-
nesss460 m, width of 2A accretion zones2170 m,
and transition zone thicknesss90 m. A good match

Ž .was also obtained for line SEPR31 Fig. 7c,d . The
model parameters used in this case were: standard
deviation of intrusion, s s10 m; lava flow lengthi

distribution, 95% of the flows have s s50 m, 5%eS

of the flows have s s1000 m; and the thicknesse L

of the lava flows, ts2.2 m. For the long flows the
distance over which no off-axis lava accumulates,
minls400 m y layer 2A does not thicken beyond
the on-axis thickness over this distance from the

Ž .ridge axis Fig. 1d . The filtered sheeted dike–extru-
sive boundary had an on-axis thicknesss160 m,
off-axis thicknesss500 m, width of 2A accretion
zones1700 m and a transition thicknesss70 m.
For these two model runs the filtered extrusive–dike
contact matches the seismic layer 2A thickness pro-
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files well, both in terms of its shape, variability, and
extrusive thickness values. In addition, the transition
thicknesses calculated from the bimodal lava em-
placement model are comparable to those measured
in ophiolites and oceanic crustal sections. The differ-
ences in the width of the zone of 2A accretion for
the two models is consistent with the observed varia-
tion in across-axis topography for the two seismic

Ž .profiles Fig. 1a,c . SEPR06 has a broad axial high
and thus off-axis lava flows do not pond till further
from the ridge axis, resulting in a broader zone of
thickening. On the other hand, SEPR31 shows a
subdued narrow axial high and thus long lava flows
rapidly reach relatively flat seafloor and pond closer
to the rise axis, causing earlier thickening of the lava
pile and a narrow 2A accretion zone.

4. Implications of the model

In this section we explore the implications of the
stochastic emplacement model for measured seismic
velocities in the upper crust, magnetic anomaly tran-
sition widths, and seafloor lava ages. From the model
we determined the velocity structure of the upper
crust, the dip of isochrons with depth, the age of
seafloor lavas relative to the underlying crust, and
magnetic transition widths. The thickness of the
shallow, steep velocity gradient reflects the thickness
of the transition region from extrusives to sheeted
dikes and the inherent resolution of the seismic
technique used. The length of the lava flows and
their subsidence rates affect the dip of isochrons in

the extrusive section, the width of the transition
region observed in magnetic anomalies, as well as
the age of lavas on the seafloor.

4.1. Velocity–depth profiles of the upper crust

In order to see if the emplacement model that we
propose is consistent with the shallow velocity struc-
ture observed at the EPR, we have calculated a
synthetic velocity structure based on the distribution
of extrusives and dikes predicted from the emplace-
ment model. The shallow velocity structure of the
crust is primarily determined by bulk porosity. Frac-
tured porous lavas have a higher porosity than mas-
sive sheeted dikes so the relative abundance of lavas
and dikes in a vertical section will have a major
effect on the velocity structure. We assume that the
velocities in the extrusive and sheeted dike sections
are constant and equal to 2.2 kmrs and 5.5 kmrs,
respectively. The constant low velocity extrusive
section results in a surficial low velocity zone. The
underlying high gradient region is due to the mixed
zone where dikes and extrusives interfinger. This is
an approximation which does not take into account
the probable variation of velocity with depth within
the extrusive pile that results as this layer gets buried
and porosity, decreases due to the closing of cracks
and voids. Differences due to any morphological or
chemical differences between the on-axis and the

Ž .off-axis flows i.e. the upper and lower extrusives
are also ignored.

The first area where we compare the measured
with the predicted seismic velocity structure is 9835X N

Ž .Fig. 8. A a Velocity structure for a bimodal lava emplacement model run that fits the layer 2A thicknesses measured on the wide aperture
X w x Ž .profile at 9835 N EPR 24 . s s10 m, s s60 m, s s1200 m, ts1 m, minls1000 m. Velocities of 2.2 kmrs dark gray and 5.5i eS e L

Ž . Žkmrs light gray are assigned to the extrusive and sheeted-dike sections respectively. A velocity filter a cone of radius one wavelength,
.200 m was applied. The base of the steep velocity gradient is similar to that obtained by the linear triangular filter of the geological

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .boundary white line . b and c Depth sections of the velocity model on- and off-axis 70 kyr solid line , their locations are shown in a
Ž .as dark vertical lines. These are compared to the velocity–depth profiles determined at this latitude, ESP5 off-axis, 180 kyr and ESP1

Ž . Ž . w xon-axis dashed line 20 . Note the similarity in the thickness of the surficial low-velocity zone and the depth over which the steep
Ž .velocity gradient extends.B a Velocity structure for a bimodal lava emplacement model run that fits the layer 2A thicknesses measured on

X w x Ž .the CDP31 at 9830 N EPR 28 . s s10 m, s s75 m, s s1500 m, ts1 m, minls1000 m. Velocities of 2.2 kmrs dark gray and 5.5i eS e L
Ž . Žkmrs light gray are assigned to the extrusive and sheeted dike sections, respectively. A velocity filter a cone of radius one seismic

.wavelength, 67 m was applied. The base of the steep velocity gradient is similar to that obtained by the linear triangular filter of the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .geological boundary white line . b – d Depth sections of the velocity model on-axis and at 10 and 20 kyr solid line , their locations are

Ž .shown in a as dark vertical lines. These are compared to the velocity–depth profiles determined at this latitude from the on-bottom
Ž . w xrefraction NOBEL experiment 36 . Note the similarity in the thickness of the surficial low-velocity zone and the depth over which the

steep velocity gradient extends.
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on the EPR. The seismic velocity structure at this
location is constrained by several expanding spread

Ž . w xprofiles ESP 20 . The geometry of the layer 2A
boundary is constrained from a two-ship wide aper-

Ž . w xture profile WAP shot here 24 . We generate a
model using the bimodal distribution of flows that
fits the layer 2A geometry in this area and assign
velocities of 2.2 kmrs and 5.5 kmrs to the extru-
sives and sheeted dikes, respectively. The source
used for the ESPs had a dominant frequency of 20
Hz corresponding to a wavelength of 200 m at 4
kmrs. We therefore averaged our velocity structure

Žusing a cone-shaped filter with radius 200 m Fig.
.8Aa in order to compare it with the seismically

derived velocity structure. The base of the resulting
high gradient region closely resembles the result of
running a one-dimensional triangular filter over the
extrusive–dike contact. Velocity–depth profiles were

Žconstructed at ages of 0 kyr and 70 kyr solid lines in
.Fig. 8A . They compare very well with the

velocity–depth profiles obtained from the ESPs
Ž .dashed lines . There is no surficial low-velocity
zone in the model for 0 kyr, while one is observed in
ESP5. ESP5 may be located slightly off-axis, which
would account for this discrepancy. ESP1 actually
lies on 180 kyr old crust but velocity profiles at 180
kyr and 70 kyr are assumed to represent off-axis
sections where crustal construction has been com-
pleted. The thickness, shape, and slope of the high
gradient region is very similar to those measured
with the ESPs.

The same procedure was applied to a second area
at 9830X N on the EPR, where the upper crustal
velocity structure is constrained by a high-resolution

w xon-bottom refraction experiment 36 . The geometry
of layer 2A is determined from MCS line CDP31
w x28 . The on-bottom refraction experiment used a
source with a dominant frequency of 60 Hz. A model
was constructed to matched the line CDP31 and was

Ž .filtered at a wavelength of 67 m Fig. 8Ba . Again,
depth sections through the resulting velocity model
show a high velocity gradient very similar in thick-
ness, shape, and slope to those measured in the
on-bottom refraction experiment on crust 0, 10 and

Ž .20 kyr Fig. 8Bb–d .
The fact that the boundary between the sheeted

dikes and extrusives is not seismically sharp is con-
sistent with the multichannel data. The base of layer

2A is not imaged as a normal incidence reflection in
the multichannel seismic data but, rather, is a diving
ray which turns in a steep velocity gradient and is
observed at larger offsets on the streamer as a wide-
angle ‘reflection’rrefraction. These observations
support the idea that the boundary between the extru-
sives and sheeted dikes is not sharp on the scale of a

Ž .quarter-wavelength ;50 m . However, on the scale
of a full wavelength a coherent steep velocity gradi-
ent is sensed, causing the rays to turn back to the
surface and resulting in a wide-angle reflection.
Therefore, in this case, one seismic wavelength is an
estimate of the distance required for energy to refract
in a steep velocity gradient and produce a turning
ray.

The thickness of the seismic high velocity gradi-
ent predicted from the bimodal lava emplacement
model depends on the thickness of the transition
zone from extrusives to sheeted dikes and on the
dominant wavelength of the experiment that is mea-
suring the velocity structure. For a model with a
wide transition region, as would be obtained for the
unimodal lava emplacement model, a shorter seismic
wavelength will give a sharp boundary but, laterally,
it will be highly variable. A long seismic wavelength
will average out the variability and give a thicker
high velocity gradient than has been seismically
observed. For a narrow transition region, the long
wavelength energy will simply see a somewhat
broader transition region than the shorter wave-
length. Under the simple assumptions that we make
here the velocity structure predicted from the bi-
modal lava emplacement model is consistent with
the shallow crustal velocity structure measured at the
EPR. At the same time, the higher resolution on-bot-
tom refraction experiment resolved a thinner on-axis

Žthickness of layer 2A than the MCS experiment Fig.
.8Be and Ad, respectively , consistent with the bi-

modal lava emplacement model.

4.2. Isochron dips and magnetic anomaly transition
widths

Lavas erupted on the seafloor are rapidly buried
by subsequent flows and subside. In the unimodal
lava emplacement model subsidence rates are 20
mmryr, assuming full spreading rates of 150 mmryr
for the southern EPR. For the bimodal lava emplace-
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ment model, the rates of subsidence are initially very
high, ;200 mmryr for the first 1.5 kyr, and then
drop to 40–10 mmryr during the following 8–27
kyr. The dips of isochrons are sensitive to the length
of the lava flows and the amount of subsidence that
occurs. In the unimodal lava emplacement model,
dips are relatively steep throughout the extrusive
section and vary from ;08, near the surface, to

Ž .;308 at depth Fig. 3 . For the bimodal lava em-
Žplacement models that we propose in this paper Fig.

.7a,c , the upper lavas, composed of the long flows,
have very shallow dips, 08 to ;10–158. At the
boundary between the two lava types dips are 08. In
the lower extrusive section flow lengths are short
and subsidence rates are high and the dips are ex-
tremely steep, 50–708. In Iceland, lava flow dips are
zero near the surface and increase with depth reach-
ing 68 1500 m below the original top of the lava pile
w x43 . Considering the differences in extrusive thick-
ness between Iceland and the EPR, these observa-
tions cannot differentiate between both modes of
lava emplacement. The two models are distinguish-
able because, in the bimodal lava emplacement
model, the dips are reduced to zero at the boundary
between the upper and lower lavas. H. Schouten and

ŽE.E.E. Hooft Two-layered structure of the pillow
lavas in oceanic crust and ophiolites, manuscript in

.prep., 1996 find evidence of a bimodal dip structure
in the paleomagnetic inclinations of several
DSDPrODP drill cores, suggesting that a bimodal
emplacement of the upper oceanic crust also occurs
at intermediate and slow spreading centers.

Work on the transition width of marine magnetic
anomalies from deep-tow measurements on the Gorda

w xRise 4 suggest that the portion of the transition
width due to constructional processes is 1.7 km.
Near-bottom magnetic profiles from ridges in the
Pacific covering intermediate to fast spreading rates
give an average half-width of crustal formation of

w x2–3 km 8 . Measurements made by Macdonald et
w xal., 7 on the EPR 218N give transition widths of

1–1.4 km. For our bimodal lava emplacement model
the dips of the isochrons vary with depth in the
extrusive section. We have calculated the magnetic
anomaly from the geometry of the bimodal lava
emplacement model and compared it with the
anomaly that would be obtained assuming the simple
geometries of earlier models. The transition widths

obtained, ;2–3 km, are similar to those observed.
However, as mentioned before, these magnetic
anomaly reversal data cannot resolve the relative
contributions of the width of the intrusion zone and
lava flow distribution to the lava emplacement pro-
cess.

4.3. Age of seafloor laÕas

w xGoldstein et al. 15 dated seafloor lavas on a
transect across the EPR at 9831X N and showed that
these lavas were at least 20–70 kyr younger than the
predicted age of the crust based on spreading rate
Ž .Fig. 9 . They suggested that off-axis eruptions are
probably the cause of these anomalously young ages,
implying the existence of a comparatively broad
Ž .several kilometers half-width zone of intrusion.
However, if a significant proportion of the dikes are
intruded over a wide zone, the extrusive–dike transi-
tion becomes much broader than is consistent with

Ž .geological observations Table 2 .
In the emplacement model that we propose, the

Žintrusion zone is very narrow on the order of a few
.tens of meters but the upper part of the extrusive

section forms by flows that have been transported a
Ž .long distance up to several kilometers off-axis from

their point of eruption. These flows will have ages
that are younger than the predicted age of the crust
based on the spreading rate. From runs of the bi-
modal lava emplacement model that match the range
of the seismically observed variation in layer 2A

w xthickness in the 98N area on the EPR 24,28 , we
predict seafloor ages will average about ;30–70

Ž .kyr younger than the crustal spreading age Fig. 9 .
This is in agreement with the anomalously young

w x Ž .lavas dated by Goldstein et al. 15 Fig. 9 , however,
the predicted ages are in general younger than those
observed. The discrepancy between the model and
the dating can be explained if a significant amount of
the off-axis thickening occurs below the surface, by
the intrusion of sills. Another possibility is that, if
the time from melt segregation in the mantle to
eruption on the surface is substantial, then the time
since eruption is significantly overestimated by the

w xuranium-series disequilibrium dating 15 .
Due to the narrowness of the extrusive–dike tran-

sition and its minimal effect on the seismic layer 2A
thickening profile, we infer that the number of dikes
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Fig. 9. Age offsets predicted by this model. The solid lines shows the ages of seafloor lavas determined from two bimodal lava emplacement
w x Ž .models that match the range of layer 2A thickening profiles measured in the 98N area 24,28 Fig. 8Aa and 8Ba . The dashed line is the

predicted age of the seafloor based on the assumed half-spreading rate of 55 mmryr. The seafloor ages are younger than predicted because
young lavas flow out over older crust. Age offsets are ;30–70 kyr. The age offsets of 20–70 kyr were observed at 9831X N by Goldstein et

w x Ž 230 231 . Ž .al. 15 circless Th ages, squaress Pa ages . Note that the bimodal lava emplacement model assumed a very narrow ;40 m
w xintrusion zone. The anomalously young lava ages reported by Goldstein et al. 15 do not necessarily require a significant volume of eruptive

activity outside the ASC, if lavas erupted in the ASC periodically spill out of the ASC and flow for considerable distances down the flanks
of the axial high.

feeding any off-axis eruptions is minimal. The source
region and crustal residence time of any off-axis
eruptions may well be different from the on-axis
eruptions, and so even small volumes of lavas erupted
off-axis can explain the diverse compositions mea-

w xsured in off-axis sampling of seafloor basalts 10 . It
is important to bear in mind that rare, and volumetri-
cally insignificant, lavas erupting outside of the zone
of lava emplacement will form a thin cover on the
seafloor and have a high probability of being sam-
pled. Thus, while it is possible that some lavas erupt
off-axis, extensive off-axis eruptions are not neces-
sarily required to explain the anomalously young age
of seafloor lavas observed near the EPR.

The existence of a narrow dike intrusion zone is
consistent with the observation that most hydrother-
mal activity along the northern and southern EPR is

w xlocated within the ASC 9,14 . Hydrothermal activity

is driven by a heat source, on short time scales by a
dike, over long times by an underlying magma body.
The predominance of hydrothermal activity within
the ASC supports the assertion that the majority of
dikes are intruded very close to the ridge axis. Lava
flows in the bimodal lava emplacement model ex-
tend up to a few kilometers off-axis and are also
consistent with the observation that sediment cover
in the 9830X N EPR area is anomalously low up to
3–4 km from the ridge axis, beyond which the

w xsediment thickness increases dramatically 15 . The
off-axis seafloor is covered by the lavas that have
flooded out of the ASC. The ASC is filled by the
more common events — short flows. This could
explain the observation that most off-axis seafloor is
covered by lobate lava flows, while the morphology
within the ASC is more varied, consisting of pillows
and sheet flows with extensive collapse features
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w x9,53 . Extensive collapse within the ASC also sup-
ports the high subsidence rates predicted by the
bimodal lava emplacement model near the rise crest.

5. Conclusions

A stochastic model of the emplacement of dikes
and lava flows generates an upper oceanic crustal
structure similar to that observed in ophiolites, in
ocean drill holes and in seismic data from the East
Pacific Rise. An emplacement model with a narrow

Žintrusion zone 95% of the dikes are intruded within
.a zone 40 m wide, centered on the ridge axis and a

bimodal emplacement of lavas can explain the varia-
tion in thickness of layer 2A observed seismically at
the EPR and the sharpness of the extrusive–dike
transition region observed in outcrop in ophiolites
and on the seafloor. A thin, on-axis extrusive section
is rapidly built up by accumulating a sequence of
short flows erupted, and probably confined, within
the ASC. The progressive thickening of the extrusive
layer inferred from the deepening of the seismic
2Ar2B boundary over 1–3 km from the ridge axis is
caused by longer flows that spill out of the ASC and
down the flanks of the axial high or erupt off-axis
Ž .Fig. 6 . In the resulting lava pile the upper part of
the extrusive section is composed of flows deposited
off the rise crest while the lower portion is flows
deposited on-axis. This stochastic model for the con-
struction of the upper crustal section is consistent

Žwith the velocity structure of the upper crust pro-
ducing a near-surface low velocity layer underlain by

.a steep velocity gradient , paleomagnetic inclinations
Ž .in drill cores a bimodal dip structure , magnetic

Ž .transition widths ;2 km , and age offsets of
Žseafloor lavas relative to the underlying crust ;30–

.70 kyr . Extensive off-axis eruptions are not neces-
sarily required to explain these age discrepancies.
The similarity in seismic structure between the

Žnorthern and southern EPR full spreading rates of
.110 and 150 mmryr, respectively indicate that the

bimodal lava emplacement model is applicable to
fast spreading ridges over a range of spreading rates.
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